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The 25 stones in this set are recreations of the Viking Runes, with perpendicular and oblique lines
on each stone. Complete with 150-page,illustrated book, The Book of Runes by Ralph Blum.
Includes drawstring pouch for holding rune stones. Spread sheet not included.
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I have used these Runes and the accompanying book by Ralph Blum for years, both included in the
set along with a pouch to hold the stones. The book is easy to understand and use, and I have used
it for guidance many, many times.The Runes speak to me and I feel connected to them. This set is
a good place to start so I recently made this purchase for my daughter. While I am now branching
out to other books so that I can deepen my understanding of the Runes, I always go back to this
one.

This is my first set of rune tiles, as I've just become curious about it all. You will definitely need a
book or some type of instructive guide to understand the background and the interpretation of your
"throw" of the tiles. I think this book is an excellent guide....clear, concise and interesting. That you
receive the book and a set of tiles with a drawstring storage bag all in one, is a good buy for the
price. The tiles are good size and clearly marked. They are made from a faux stone material. The
material has a chalky feel to me, that I find unpleasant, but not so much that I can't enjoy the
experience of working with the runes.

This book is THE book to use for rune stones. I don't personally like the stones that come with this
book, so it's pricey for just the book if you wont be using the stones, but it is the book to use! I
happen to be picky about what stones to use and like quartz or something other than these
manufactured stones, but they are a good set to begin with.

I have this Rune set by Ralph Blum and love it! I find the rune interpretations sensitive and often use
their guidance to promote a deeper dialog with myself. It's like having a Master Teacher at my
fingertips! I purchased this set for a friend to introduce her to the runes.

My set came with a duplicate rune, which means I have 2 of one rune, and 0 of another. I.e.â€”an
incomplete and unusable set. The runes were nice quality, but if you're missing one it's kind of
pointless.

The book is in new condition, but although the runes seemed to be wrapped in original plastic, I
ended up with two "Separation" runes and no "Possession" rune. Disappointing and ultimately
useless as a set.

I find this rune set to be very fun and ever other weekend I use it for my own personal use and pick
a rune every friday and put them on my business Facebook fan page and people love it.People also
ask me if I do rune readings as well,but I say no because I already do tons of other types of
readings,but it's a thought for the future anyway.The runes are stone like which I prefer more then
wood.Stone runes seem more tough,but that's just me.I also have relationship runes as well that I
believe Ralph created those as well.I also want to get runes with animals and maybe healing runes
someday as wellI.I am glad there are runes for specific things.Rune readers are very rare,so if you
want to start your own business be a rune reader and use this set.What I don't like about this set is
the book the book defines the runes at times in a way that's hard to understand at least it was to
me,so I bought the book a Practical Guide to The Runes by Lisa Peschel which has easier to
understand defintion of the runes and ideas on how to use runes and make them as well.The runes
and that book are a better combination then the actually book in the set.So if you are a person who
is curious about runes or like them get this rune set.You will be glad you did.

The set I received did not have 25 different tiles. Through the window in the packaging, I saw 4 tiles
that had duplicates. Assuming those were the only 4 pairs of tiles, the set was then missing 4 tiles.

Needless to say, I returned them.
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